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Executive summary
Community awareness and input on the design phase of the business case to upgrade and
reconfigure Port Tarakohe was obtained through face to face engagement, email, telephone calls
and letters to stakeholders. It is clear, from the feedback, that stakeholders visualise a Port with
improved facilities, that supports a variety of economic opportunities, ranging from commercial
marine industries to small food businesses, or even a recreational/tourism business hub. The
collective vision is an attractive space with picnic areas, public access to the breakwaters, fishing
platforms, that retains heritage values and conveys the community’s stories through effective
signage. The existing sailing community and Waka ama club have a vested interested in safe
recreational opportunities and provided a number of practical suggestions on that aspect. The
integration of safe transport modes to and within the port and protecting and enhancing habitat
for the little blue penguins were key themes. The recreational users accepted and supported the
spilt between commercial and recreational activities and asked for a good mix of berth types for
boat owners, a launching finger, and space to adapt and respond to further growth.
Feedback was grouped into eight themes, with seven critical issues identified that can be
mitigated through design. One of the critical issues is road safety, to and from the port, which will
be addressed in the business case. Four matters were identified as external to the scope of project
but of importance to the community: clarity about user costs; enabling economic opportunities
on the site; exploring the Port linkages within the wider bay; and, providing a clear process for
managing biosecurity within the Bay. Although the timeframe was compressed, the engagement
process generated a high level of interest from stakeholders who contributed their knowledge,
needs and wants to the design process. The community is seeking to be kept informed about the
next stage in the process.
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Context

Tasman District Council is preparing a business case for the upgrade of Port Tarakohe. The Port is
a highly valued community asset that provides for both recreational and commercial activities and
is located at the eastern end of Golden Bay within the wider Tasman Bay, 14 km from Able Tasman
National Park. The Port has grown around commercial and recreational local activities that
required maritime access and supporting facilities. Its formation is a heritage story founded on
the first Golden Bay Cement operations occurring on the site and a quarry adjacent to the site.
Accordingly, the site has been used for accessing the wider Tasman Bay for over 100 years.
Current commercial uses include shipping (dolomite rock and other aggregates), and the provision
of a shore base for fishing and aquaculture industries. Commercial activity is expected to increase
over the next decade. The Port also provides a range of recreational opportunities that include
sheltered boat launching, and learn to sail and cultural waka ama experiences. Recreational
fishing also occurs off the Port’s breakwater.
The business case is focused on works within the current physical footprint of the Port and is not
considering further expansion. It is not an approval process. Rather, it is a design and costing
exercise to inform future decision making about investment in the community asset. Council
proposes to future proof the Port to:
•
•
•
•
•

ensure social and economic resilience,
comply with regulations (H&S/ Food Safety/ Water Standards/Environmental),
meet operational needs for current and future recreational and commercial users,
account for climate change, and
to retain and protect the community asset for future generations.

Tasman District Council commissioned Coast and Catchment to design and implement a
stakeholder engagement plan focused on gathering recreational, community and environmental
needs to inform the business case for upgrading and reconfiguring Port Tarakohe.
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Introduction

Stakeholders were engaged in accordance with the engagement plan prepared for this project
(Faire, S. (2019) Stakeholder Engagement Plan, Port Tarakohe 2019-05) and this report is a record
of a:
•
•
•

methods of engagement;
summary of feedback;
how the feedback was shared into to help inform decisions on long term investment in
the Port and associated community facilities; and
an evaluation of the engagement plan and implementation.

•
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Engagement Methods

The engagement approach focused on face to face meetings and contacting stakeholders via
letters. Face to face meetings were held with:
•
•

Several marine berth holders;
the Recreational Marina Association

•
•

•
•

Tarakohe Boat Club;
the Mohua (Golden Bay) Blue Penguin
Trust;
Friends of Golden Bay;
local representatives of Forest and
Bird;
representatives from the recreational
trailer boat community;
business owners in the community;

•
•

Civil Defence;
Golden Bay Cycle and Walkway
Society Incorporated;
Fonterra;
the local harbour manager;

•
•

Waka ama recreational group;
Department of Conservation;

•

community representatives;

•

key local advocacy groups to answer
questions and work through concerns.

•
•
•
•

A mail-out with an information sheet, the design plans/maps and a cover letter was used to
introduce the project to stakeholders. These were sent to:

•
•
•

adjacent residents in Pohara and Ligar Bay;
NZ Heritage; and
NZ Motor Home Association.

In parallel to that, two other engagement processes were occurring. The first one, gathering
feedback from commercial operators, was run by ADL and MFA and the second, seeking input
from iwi and the preparation of a Cultural Impact Assessment, is being run by Council. All three
engagement processes informed the design process and business case.
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The overall engagement approach, information sheet and draft letters were shared with the
Steering Group on the 13th of May 2019. On the advice of the Group and agreement of the Project
Manager a short extension to the feedback timeframe was given.
Of the seven methods identified in the engagement plan, four methods were adopted (Table 1)
and the most popular method was a combination of having discussions/interviews and
conversation cafes (discussions + conversation cafes) with local residents. The approach used
allowed stakeholders to provide free and frank feedback in a place they were familiar and
comfortable in. These face to face meetings allowed a two-way conversation that informed
stakeholders about the design options and got their input. The discussions also built a picture of
current recreational use, captured more complex or subtle issues, and provided insights about
local aspirations for the Port.
In general, the discussions followed the following format:
▪

questions and answers about the business case process;

▪

feedback was sought on design options (including anything missing), using the design
plans as a focus; and

▪

participants were provided an opportunity to impart local knowledge, context and ideas.

One group of residents preferred to meet at their home. This was helpful as another stakeholder
attended to provide support and additional feedback. The mail drop generated several phone
calls and subsequent emails. The article in the Golden Bay news also generated several emails
with suggestions and opinions. Three stakeholders forwarded the plans to their broader interest
group encouraging them to engage. One stakeholder group preferred a site tour, walking around
the grounds and sharing their feedback whilst on foot, which they followed up by providing a
written response.
Face to face meetings were not held with Heritage NZ and the Motor Home Association, but they
did provide written feedback within the requested timeframes.
Table 1: Summary of engagement methods implemented and their outcomes
Engagement
method
Conversation
Cafes

Discussions

Letters/Emails

Tours / Site
Visits

Description
Conversations set in cafes
or other places where
community members would
ordinarily gather.
1:1 discussions to share
stakeholder needs, insights
and feedback.
Individual letters/emails
sent to interested
stakeholders.
Stakeholders are invited to
tour a site to share insights.

Fit with Project purpose,
context + stakeholder
Helps with needing to
understand a community
better. Suits small groups.
complex projects, informing,
helps identify problems or
opportunity to address.
short time frames, builds
relationships if
communication is regular.
useful insights for
researcher’s potential to
build relationships

Applied methods + outcomes
Combination of meeting in cafes
and having
conversations/discussions about
the project. Some of these
meetings were 1:1 or 1:2. The
quality of feedback and frankness
at the meeting was valued. 
Emails from peers encouraging
their community to get involved
generated quality responses.
Due to timeframes no formal
tour/site visit was possible.
However, one stakeholder group
requested a site visit to talk
about the project and the wider
context. This was very helpful.
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3.1 Confidentiality and ethics
This engagement process has been based on keeping names confidential. This creates a free and
frank platform for discussion. The value of providing anonymity for respondents in obtaining
honest answers and an increased number of participation in the project. Participants are invited
to join in with the survey and are not forced to participate. An Ethics procedure has been in place
when meeting with stakeholders. A copy of the ethics procedure is in the engagement plan
report.

3.1 Schedule of engagement activities
To be efficient with time, engagement activities were focused on a week-long of events in the
month of May. Either side of this period, telephone meetings (set up directly or through an email
request) were also used to gather feedback. Table 2 provides a record of engagement with
recreational users and advocacy groups.
Table 2: Schedule of Engagement Activities
Day

Engagement Activity

Monday 13/5
Tuesday 14/5

Steering group meeting
Harbour Manager
Golden Bay Community Board workshop
Library / Service centre
Pohara Boat Club meeting (evening meeting)
Department of Conservation (introduction to the project)
Site visit with Department of Conservation
Multiple café conversations
Home visit & multiple café conversations
Multiple café conversations
Response and receipt to email feedback and discussions and
telephone calls.

Wednesday 15/5
Thursday 16/5
Friday 17/5
Saturday
18th
through
to
Wednesday 29th

Engagement
interactions
10+
1
3
2
8+
3+
2
6
5
2
82

3.2 Summary of feedback
The discussions and feedback from emails allowed common themes to be identified and clear
lines of questioning to be developed. It showed that the community have a clear vision for the
Port: one that balances economic and operational use of the port with social, environmental and
recreational values.
“It’s a people’s place and it needs to stay that way” Where are the people in this plan?”
“economic variety is essential for the Bay, economic resilience lies with diversity, we need
to encourage a mix of businesses, locally owned and operated businesses”
“It’s a nationally significant site for penguins”
“Any project utilising public funds e.g. the PGF, should have a broad view of public
benefits, not simply industrial/business benefits. We cannot rely on the "trickle down"
concept to fund social and environmental improvements while the benefits flow to a
limited number of private external parties”
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It was clear that people within the community could visualise a Port with improved facilities, a
variety of economic opportunities, that included food outlets and small businesses, safe access to
and within the port area, open space to picnic, educational signage, environmental protection for
penguins, and a good mix of berth types for current boat owners and with additional space to
adapt and respond to future growth.
“The whole wharf is a treasure, [we] need recreational space, fishing platforms, icecream parlors, fish and chip shops like Havelock”
“wouldn’t it be nice to have a business hub to operate marine activities from, kayaking,
fishing charters with a range of providers”
Stakeholders mentioned the need to protect penguins in the area. The Port was identified as their
main nesting site in the Bay, and they were noted as being a nationally protected species. Several
stakeholders had suggestions about providing extra penguin boxes, penguin fences, vegetation
and seeking out penguin experts to help with their protection. The Mohua (Golden Bay) Blue
Penguin Trust provided times when penguins breed/nest that should be considered during future
phases (Appendix F). The Department of Conservation provided cost information about penguin
boxes as part of their wider formal response which is referred to below.
“If extra penguin boxes are put in and vegetation it could be a win-win for biodiversity”
“Little blue penguin come out at night and are on the road outside the entrance to Port
Tarakohe. Increased traffic will mean more road deaths [of penguins] if something is not
done”
“The Tarakohe headland holds the largest breeding colony of little blue penguins in Golden
Bay”
“The features that makes the Tarakohe headland especially important as a little blue
penguin breeding colony site is the presence of large boulders and limestone with cavities,
caves, artificial nest boxes easy penguin access at any tide height. Similar habitat is also
present at Rangihaeata headland, but ongoing predation, most likely by dogs, has made
this colony much smaller and less important than it has been in the past”

Figure 1 - Little Blue Penguin and Hector Dolphins
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Comments generally supported the separation of the commercial and recreational space and
stressed the need to time these upgrades concurrently to demonstrate dual priority for both
commercial and recreation. Recreational users requested toilet facilities on the western arm, the
retention of the boat wash facility, and the addition of fish cleaning facilities. Several stakeholders
liked the proposed maintenance grid.
“Separating the commercial the recreational makes sense”
“This [separation] has been a suggestion for years, good to see it happening now”
“I like the wash down best $2 spent in the bay and don’t want to lose it!
“We agree that the commercial and recreational boats should be separated, but there is
a desperate need for toilets, showers, laundry facilities and potable water adjacent to the
marinas, not kms away from the marina”

Several people provided practical operational feedback related to the proposed layout of the
recreational layout of berths, size of berths, tightness of berths, wind directions and protection
for boats, concerns about the wave barriers strength, the need for a launching finger, safety and
comments on dredging for future demand.
“Launching finger needed. There is still no launching ramp finger proposed. Launching a
boat by yourself is not possible without a finger to tie to while parking the trailer. This also
clogs launch area due to boats waiting to launch while boats sit in water blocking ramp.
Without a safe finger to assist in walking your boat off your trailer or to tie your boat to
after launching means one risks the chance of falling off the trailer or having to stand in
the water or see your boat blown against the rocks to the southern side”
Feedback indicated there is a lack of clarity of costs and how they compare to other recreational
facilities in New Zealand. Although the stakeholders (mostly) welcomed the proposed upgrades
there was a strong desire to have transparency over future costs and access to facilities. There
also was some doubt that the proposal would be followed through and delivered.
“Will the docking /warfage fees be applied equally to the aquaculture company as to any
other commercial enterprise? Will the marina berthing fees be set at a reasonable level
for local (full time) residents of Golden bay?”
“oh…another business plan”
“Some years ago the fees for mooring etc. were put up a lot so that at present state there
are not many private boats are in the port because most people simply can't afford it. How
will it be in the future?”

Locals were passionate about the landscape and the Port within that environment and would like
the design to be sympathetic to the landscape and to protect limestone rocks in the area.
“Some landscaped and grassed areas should be provided around the Pohara Boat Club for
families to be able to picnic with views over the water. The area despite the presence of
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the working port facilities has a lot of natural beauty – this should not be overlooked and
designated for vehicle parking. The council has the opportunity here to enhance this area
and make it a pleasant experience to visit for both locals and tourists”
“The Port is in an area of outstanding natural beauty, any development should protect
and enhance the coastal landscape”
“NZ is short on history and where possible any structures from past days – cement works
structures etc. that can be appropriately incorporated should be retained to add
character”
“The cliffs around the Port should be protected from further heavy machinery work,
except where safety concerns require action”

There was disquiet in several comments from the community about the existing noise of mussel
farming vessels in the bay. This is beyond the scope of the project but is useful to flag with industry
and Council as an issue. However, several comments from stakeholders highlighted their overall
concern to increased activity at the Port and how noise, lighting, road safety, rubbish, impact on
wildlife and water quality would be mitigated and managed.
“Noise - the port needs to have social operating hours - no mussel boats should be
coming or going to port at 4am. Operating hours should be between 7am and 8pm.
“Light spill - there is no need for this unnecessary night sky pollution - lights need to be
minimised - on sensors and capped and directed downwards and dim-able. What are the
lighting plans?
“I ask the Tasman District Council to please take a wiser, more holistic view of economic
development in Golden Bay, consider the negative consequences on tourism income and
on the quality of life for its residents. Please weigh carefully the question of economic
benefit versus quality of life and the environment that we residents here in Golden Bay
value so highly and do not want to see destroyed”
There is a strong desire to ensure that people are included in the final design and this includes
multi modal access to the site.
“This upgrade will see a potential ten-fold increase in the commercial activity at the port,
as well as increased recreational use. The port improvements are an excellent opportunity
for Golden Bay and will yield major economic and social benefits. This note addresses an
important omission: the need to protect vulnerable road users (cyclists and pedestrians)
by creating a 1 km long shared use path from the end of the current shared path in Pohara
to Port Tarakohe. Failure to create such a shared use path will result in excessive road
safety risks to vulnerable users during construction and operation of the improved Port.
Unless this provision is made, the community should not support the Port improvement”
Road safety at the port is being considered as to how trucks access and depart and what
lights/signals are required.
Several community members encouraged that the Council build into the design systems to control
discharges from the wharf, upgrade boat washing facilities, fishing waste and biosecurity controls.
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“What controls are in place for discharges from the wharf?”
“The controls for discharges are only going to get stronger, the wharf angle slopes to the
sea, its needs to be changed and drained back and the water caught and treated”
With visiting yachts, the current practice is that the Harbour Manager informs visiting boats that
there are no cleaning facilities in Port Tarakohe and that they must get their hulls cleaned prior to
visiting and travelling on to Milford Sound.
“Boat washing facilities such as that which exists at present need to be provided. This is
because of the majority of holiday homes only having tank water available. It would also
be important in relation to biosecurity measures especially with the imminent threats such
as Mediterranean Fanworm”.
From an initial site visit, the current boat wash facility does not have a catch pit or treats the
discharges and its primary purpose is to provide fresh water down for boats. The question of
biosecurity facilities has been raised with Council and they are in the process of looking at their
services across the region to determine the best location for such facilities.
One stakeholder requested fish cleaning facilities to reduce the impacts of fish waste in the
surrounding bay.
Under the recreational fishing rules, we are not permitted to clean our catch “at sea”.
Over the busier summer months some fishers dump their fish waste on the local beaches
(Pohara, Ligar, Tata) believing the tide will clean it up. It doesn’t immediately, meaning
bathers have to confront decomposing fish frames, etc. A managed fish cleaning facility
at the Port would be awesome! User pays of course!
Feedback from submitters also requested that the business case considers wider strategic
connections within the Bay. The Department of Conservation have provided formal feedback to
this project and its relationship to the site of national significance, the Abel Tasman Memorial,
which is within walking distance of the Port. The formal feedback outlines the need to consider
the wider destinations in the bay and consider a holistic approach to parking needs, traffic and
opportunities to collaborate. The formal feedback was forwarded to Council and is included the
appendix.
After the formal feedback another email was sent from the Department of
Conservation with specific questions. This has also been forwarded to Council and is in the
appendix of this report.
Part of the recreational area is currently leased to the New Zealand Motor Home Association to
accommodate campervans on site. The lease is a short term lease. The proposed plans that were
shared with the community did not include space for the campervan site due to the limited space
on site. Overall, stakeholder feedback suggested that community were comfortable with
changing the space to provide for public open space.
We are members of the NZ Motor Caravan Association who at present have an enclosure
as you drive into the access way that leads to the Boating Club and Boat Ramp. I don’t see
that this has been retained on the draft plans and I think that this is fair. Space is very
limited at Port Tarakohe and no organisation should have a prior right, there are good
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camping grounds not too far away and I feel that it is reasonable for NZMCA members to
stay elsewhere.
The New Zealand Motor Home Association have provided a written response that expressed their
interest to stay at the site and would appreciate further dialogue on future plans for the site
(Appendix D). It is worth noting that the site does have a custodian, who provides information for
visitors and helps with safety on the site. In addition, the campervan users are providing a source
of revenue for the boat club through the use of the club meals, showers and laundry facilities. All
of these aspects have been shared with Council to help with their future decision about the mix
of uses in the recreational area.

3.3 Key themes
In summary, the stakeholder feedback identified eight common themes and these have been
labelled as:
•

Commercial operational

•

Recreational operational

•

Resilience

•

Safety

•

Environment

•

Heritage

•

Social

•

Economic opportunities

These themes and their associated comments have identified seven critical issues that can be
mitigated during the design phase, these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational improvements;
Addressing traffic/safety;
Discharges from the wharf;
Enhancing environmental values/species at risk/biodiversity;
Retaining heritage values;
Enhancing public open space/social opportunities; and
Maintaining public access to the breakwaters.

In addition, there are four matters that should be considered as part of this project, they are:
•
•
•
•

providing the community with marine user costs that are comparable to those in other
areas;
enabling economic opportunities on the site by exploring leases, land status and
planning rules; and
communicating with the community about the holistic role the Port has and its linkages
to the wider Bay; and
providing a clear process for biosecurity control systems in the Bay.
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3.1 Influence of feedback
All of the stakeholder feedback was included in a separate spreadsheet sheet and grouped on the
abovementioned themes. This process does not use the groups or individual names as a lot of
stakeholder feedback was provided directly. In addition, it is useful to provide grouped or themed
comments to allow for an impartial assessment.
The Department of Conservation was the only group that specifically requested that we log and
record their formal response (Appendix D). The NZ Motor Home Association replied to the letter
(Appendix E). Heritage New Zealand provided supportive suggestions to be mindful of at the
consenting process and offered technical support and their response has been sent directly to
Council.
The seven critical issues were identified as part of this process and were shared with the project
team. Items were identified that:
•
•
•

should be considered in more detail during design;
that were out of scope, but could be supported, within or in parallel to this process; and,
to be noted for the record.

Late feedback received (on Monday the 26th) was also reviewed and passed on to the project
team. That included comments from two members of the community who did not support the
proposal at all, due to the aquaculture industry’s presence in the Bay.
After considering the feedback, the design team undertook to consider or incorporate the items
listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of design changes
Road Safety
Environmental
Efficient use of space

Public Access

Open Space
Environmental
Facilities
Recreational Operational

Discussions internally to ensure that safe access to the Port will be
addressed.
Include penguin boxes and revegetation of breakwater
Move the new office block slightly closer to the water’s edge and have no
parking between it and the water.
Change the fencing so that part of the office building will be accessible to
the public and part will be within the secure area.
Have the fencing so that public access is maintained to the outer parts of
the breakwater on the commercial side for public fishing
Reduce the parking on the recreational side and show green space and also
area for future uses (adapted for arrange of opportunities)
Specifically placed lighting the commercial areas and exploring discharge
requirements.
Provide toilet facilities on the recreational side, illustrate trenching for
services.
Include a new floating pontoon near the boat ramp to allow for picking up
day boat users after parking their vehicles.
Explore the new finger to provide additional berths (outline it for future
expansion.
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Add to the boat ramp for safe launching
Provide a small boat ramp access on the western bank for safe sailing and
kayaking access.
Parking

Resilience ramp
Maintenance grid
Safety improvements

Illustrate boat club lease with their 31 carparks, indicate the parking numbers
available on the recreational arm, as this will remain gravel and will not be
delineated.
Indicate location of the ramp for when emergency works need it.
Include a grid within the Port
Provide a small boat ramp on the western side of the recreational area for
safety for children in sailing programmes and launching kayaks. Cost out an
extension to the Waka ama boat ramp to improve safety during launching.

The design changes will be included in the business case and presented to the Steering Committee
at the end of June.

3.2 Evaluation of consultation process
Regular communication between researcher and Council occurred by telephone and emails.
There was a high quality of responses from the face to face meetings and email responses. All
comments have been practical and suggestive, including contentious responses, as all
stakeholders have a desire to be heard and their comments considered.
The highest risk in this project was the short time frame allowed for initial engagement and
receiving feedback in time to include in the design and costing. Quickly relaying comments to the
project team reduced the risk but there will be stakeholders who did not get the opportunity to
comment. This may be a criticism of the process being targeted at specific groups; and users.
However, this initial input is to inform the draft business case and the community will have an
opportunity to provide formal feedback as part of the formal consultation and submission
process. Table 4 included criteria for evaluation and overall, the engagement process worked well
with regular communication, high level of interest from community groups was received and
included in the design process, critical issues were identified and additional issues have been
flagged as part of the process. The community are interested in being kept informed about the
process.
Table 4: Criteria for evaluation.
Engagement Goals
The process supports TDC
with
stakeholder
engagement
Starting a conversation with
the recreational users and
affected residents about the
business case
using the feedback to help
inform decisions on long
term investment in the Port

Evaluation Tool
Engagement Outcomes
Weekly meetings and emails record ✓ Yes, regular updates through
progress highlights any risks and
telephone and emails
response.
Participation measured through the
✓ Yes, community members and
stakeholder’s spreadsheet, number of
organisation’s reached out in
requests, number responses.
response.
During the week of engagement ✓ Yes, Feedback has been
activities stakeholder feedback is
recorded and used as part of the
shared to assist with design changes/
design process.
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and associated community
facilities
listening and recording
community feedback
enabling a platform
longer conversations

included in costing/ used to clarify
operational needs.
A formal summary of feedback is ✓ Yes, the report will be available
recorded and shared with Council and
for stakeholders to read.
is available for stakeholders.
for Stakeholders are willing and confirm ✓ Yes, stakeholders are interested
they are interested in future
in
keeping
conversations
discussions.
continuing on this project.

One boating owner suggested that using the monthly billing statement would have been an
effective method of ensuring all boat owners could contribute. This is a useful suggestion to keep
stakeholders informed as the business case and project progress.
This design phase provided an initial round of input from selected stakeholders. If timeframes
had been longer it would have been useful to test the new design with the community to
demonstrate how their feedback has been incorporated in the design. This could have been
further explored in workshops to collective approach landscaping, signage etc. This still could be
an option for Council to consider prior finalisation of the design.
The community are highly engaged in this proposal and should be used to help improve future
communication and response. It would be useful to keep the conversations going by:
▪
▪
▪
▪

a media release outlining the feedback received, updated plans; the next stage in the
business case process;
sharing the business case with the community, in person and online;
ask the community for design input into signage and landscaping plans; and
being clear with the community about the future road safety proposals and how they can
be funded.

To continue to build relationships, face to face discussions, would be the most effective method
of engaging with the community.
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B. Letter for Residents
Dear Resident,
RE: Notice of engagement project about preparing a business case for upgrades at Port Tarakohe
that requires local input.
Tasman District Council are in the process of preparing a business case to upgrade Port Tarakohe
to meet both recreational and commercial needs. The business case is funded by the Provincial
Growth Fund, from Central Government. The business case will assess the costs associated with
the upgrade. A business case means agreeing on and costing out the work to provide for current
and future needs. To be clear, a business case is not an approval process, it is a costing and design
exercise to help inform future decision making and further investing in this community asset.
We need your input into design options.
At this stage we are asking for feedback on potential design options. This is a voluntary
engagement project. However, without your input, important local knowledge will not be
included. All information gathered will be collated, grouped and will be collectively reported back
to Council. Your help will provide input into the business case and improve future- decision
making.
To complete this work TDC have contracted an independent researcher, Coast and Catchment, to
meet with stakeholders and discuss their recreational needs in Port Tarakohe.
Further information is supplied in the project information sheet. If you are interested in
participating please contact Stacey Faire, the lead researcher by phone on 021 853 440 or email
stacey@coastandcatchment.co.nz.
Thank you for your time on this matter.
Yours sincerely

Stacey Faire
Coast and Catchment Ltd
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C. Formal response from Department of Conservation
Kia ora Stacey,
Thank you for your time on Wednesday to meet and discuss the Port Tarakohe PGF project lead
by TDC.
Overall, the Port Tarakohe precinct development plan illustrates a vast improvement on the
existing commercial / recreational situation. However, below is DOC summary of all
considerations that DOC would like to be recorded within DOC’s consultation process, and to be
reported back to TDC as stakeholder consultation. Please note, DOC’s Director Of Partnerships Martin Rodd (attached) is the DOC lead on this project, and DOC’s – Director Of Operations - Roy
Grose (attached) is in full support of DOC’s involvement as to ensure DOC’s mandate including
Historic, Environmental and Cultural is realised within this PGF project.
1. Presumed Combined PGF Approach:
•

The joint application of TDC lead MFA / DOC was presumed by DOC (based on
the TDC/MPI/MBIE/MFA/PTSL/IWI/DOC meeting) to be a combination of MFA
and PTSL PGF applications that covered:
o

o

o

o

o

o

Commercial users:
- Marine Farmers;
- Inshore Fishing;
- Sollys;
- Etc.
Community Resilience:
- Civil defence;
- Fonterra;
- Fresh Choice;
- Etc.
Recreation:
- Recreational Fishers
- Waka Ama
- Yachting
- Marina Users
- Sailing Club
- Cycle Community
- Etc.
Tourism:
- Land Access Tourism (Walking / Biking / Vehicle / Guided Tours)
- Sea Access Tourism (Inshore / Offshore)
Adjacent Lands:
- ATNP
- Port Tarakohe Limited (PTL)
Community:
- Cycle Community
- Adjacent Residential Communities
- Forest & Bird
- Friends of Golden Bay
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-

Wider Golden Bay Community
Etc.

2. DOC’s Original PGF Support / Current Situation:

The Department of Conservation officially supports the ‘Mohua Encounters’ (Original PTSL EOI /
PGF application), or a combined MFA / PTSL that includes original PTSL content due to the
following reasons:

DOC’s legal mandate could be meet through the Abel Tasman Memorial (ATM) where ‘Historic’
and ‘Natural Environments’ are maintained and restored giving full effect to;
• The Conservation Act;
• The National Parks Act,
• The Abel Tasman National Park management plan,
• DOC’s 2025 stretch goals.

DOC’s legal mandate could be meet through providing local Iwi an equivalent value solution to
the ATM where Culture is maintained and restored giving full effect to:
• The Conservation Act (Section 4),
• The Treaty of Waitangi,
• DOC’s 2025 stretch goals.

That current and foreseeable carparking / traffic visitor risks associated to the current ATM
/ATNP site could be resolved. Below are the current critical risks.
• Limited car parking space raising future congestion issues.
• No formal structure to car parking which raises pedestrian movement safety risks.
• Carpark entry & exit points are not regulated through proper traffic management
points raising visitor / general traffic risks.
• Fluid carparking on the opposite side of the road results in families including
children running across the road on a known blind spot raising visitor / general
traffic risks.
• Access from the lower to upper carpark is via a road side ditch that is used currently
used as a pedestrian way raising visitor / general traffic risks.

Increased ATM tourism projection is based on:
• DOC has 2 major ‘Great Walk’ products (Heaphy & Abel Tasman Tracks) either
side of the ATM where tourism traffic between Great Walks is increasing. DOC
only has 10 Great Walks nationwide so are premium multiday treks.
• DOC has 1 major ‘Great Short Walk’ product (Wainui Falls) which is growing in
popularity and is only a few Km’s from the ATM site which predominately all
visitor will pass. DOC only has 14 Great Short Walks nationwide so are premium
day walks.
• It is one of 20 national sites with National Monument status.
• Is very close to securing National Icon status.
• The ATM represents the first documented encounter between the pre-European
Maori and the Western World making the ATM extremely significant to NZ’s
history.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ATM is of historical importance to the 1930’s / 40’s national identity
movement where NZ formed its identity independent of the British Empire.
Represents the WW2 bonds with allied nations (Dutch government in exile).
Was designed by a globally prestigious Austrian architect ‘Earnst Plishke’ who is
an honorary member of: American Institute Of Architecture / Austrian Society
for Architecture / Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
Is nationally and internationally significant in terms of a monument produced in
the Modernist Architecture - International Style.
Received an enduring award and highly regarded by the NZIA.
Is visited by Dutch Royalty and high ranking delegates / ambassadors.
Will be undergo a major development upgrade making it a nationally desired
tourism destination. (Please view the attached concept).
The upgrade is planned to be ‘disability assist’ making the site one of two DOC
destinations in Golden Bay certified to the this standard.

3. Port Tarakohe – Current TDC Lead PGF – Port Precinct Only:
•

-

Port Tarakohe – TDC Lead PMF – Port Precinct Only - DOC Consultation (Fauna /
Flora / Marine):
o Biodiversity Fauna:
As discussed, I do not have the expertise or authority to comment on Biodiversity
Fauna.
Mike Ogle who attended our field trip is the best person to contact for any technical
questions with regards to Biodiversity Fauna. Mike has provided the following
information:

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

The Tarakohe headland holds the largest breeding colony of little blue
penguins in Golden Bay.
The features that makes the Tarakohe headland especially important
as a little blue penguin breeding colony site is the presence of large
boulders and limestone with cavities, caves, artificial nest boxes easy
penguin access at any tide height. Similar habitat is also present at
Rangihaeata headland, but ongoing predation, most likely by dogs,
has made this colony much smaller and less important than it has
been in the past.
Little blue penguins conservation status (Robertson et al 2016) is
ranked as ‘At Risk - declining’.
Approximately 80 nest boxes have been placed on the two
breakwaters on the western side of Port Tarakohe. Last year I
inspected these nest boxes, little blue penguins occupied
approximately 50 boxes, with more than 30 boxes having one or two
chicks each.
A design (including cost) for penguin boxes can be found at:
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/conservation/nativ
e-animals/birds/nest-box-design.pdf . Extending the entrance tunnel
(by about 300mm) in this design, and having the entrance hole on the
side of the tunnel, can reduce light penetrating the box and possibly
improve attractiveness to penguins.
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▪

▪
▪
▪

To avoid penguin nest boxes overheating the boxes need to be
covered in rocks and/or soil, and preferably having shrubs planted
over them.
Access from the water to nest sites should have as few impediments
as possible. Penguins can climb hills, but not vertical surfaces.
Boxes should be placed no closer than 2m apart.
Lighting could potentially be a deterrent to penguins. New lighting
should project downward as much as practical. Motion activated
street lights, as installed in the TDC carpark between the Wholemeal
Café and Motupipi St would also significantly reduce light pollution.

o

Biodiversity Flora:
- As discussed, I do not have the expertise or authority to comment of Biodiversity
Flora.
- Simon Walls who has been involved in planting at the Port Tarakohe was engaged in
a casual conversation at DOC Takaka Office about vegetation on the breakwater, his
advice is:
▪ Vegetation will require a layer of soil to provide a suitable growing platform
critical to planting success.
▪ Common plants to include Toi Toi, Taupata, Harakeke (Wharariki)
▪ Non common plants to include Sea Spurge (Euphorbia Glauca), etc

o

Biodiversity Marine:
- As discussed, I do not have the expertise or authority to comment of Biodiversity
Marine.
- Mike Ogle who attended our field trip touched on the importance of marine
mammals in the area (e.g. Hector Dolphin / Maui Dolphin connection). But this is
outside the Port Precinct.
- It was briefly discussed that there was no current wash water treatment at the
recreational washdown. Mike has indicated that wash water and water runoff from
the commercial & resilience wharf will have an effect on Marine life if not treated.
▪ Commercial activities on the food grade wharf will include all sorts of
contaminates including micro plastics (e.g. mussel rope fragments) to
imported sediments (truck grease / oils / grime) and will impact Marine life.
▪ Commercial activities on the resilience wharf will include soil material and
foreign matter off ‘rocks’ or ‘trucks / heavy machinery’ and will impact
Marine life.
•

Port Tarakohe – TDC Lead PMF – Port Precinct - Project Scope:

•

It is appreciated that ‘Coast and Catchment Ltd’ have been given project scope
boundaries by TDC where consultation is to stay within the Port Precinct. It is
noted that Coast & Catchment was informed by TDC that this scope boundary is
driven by economics as to:
▪ To keep the PGF spend below $20 million dollars
▪ To keep the PGF project our of cabinet.
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o

By restricting the PGF to the Port Precinct and below $20 million dollars there is a risk that:
- Not going to cabinet results is Economic / Social / Environment / Cultural topics not
evenly treated in the final decision making process as owners of topics not
represented are not present in the final decision making process. This results in a
bias project decision making process.
- Adjacent critical public H&S risks will not be resolved (this is not limited to the ATM
as cyclists and climbing pedestrians were present during our consultation site visit)

Supplied Port Precinct plan comments & questions:
• Unfortunately DOC does not accept that all truck movements will occur at night
as the mussel industry has clearly indicated in the Golden Bay Weekly (Jonathan
Large?) that mussel boat working hours are dictated by weather meaning that
mussel boats will be unloaded when docked where timing is purely dictated to
by weather.
• DOC has concerns that if all truck movements are at night then this will coincide
with penguins crossing which will highly likely result in more penguin deaths via
trucks between Pohara and Port Tarakohe.
• Unfortunately, the supplied Port Precinct plan produced by Stantec has no
Version # / Date Stamp / Author. These elements are extremely important as to
ensure all stakeholders are issued the ‘same’ plan for consultation comments, as
well as ensuring a systematic cohesive approach through the revision process. (I
am an Industrial Design Engineer so follow these rules during the revisions
process as to ensure revision clarity and transparency to all stakeholders during
the development / revisions process.
• Noted that there provided plan proposes a small amount of reclamation on the
right arm. All reclamation not matter how big or small will be required to go
through the correct approval processes.
• The indicative plan illustrates that environmental aspects are stacked against in
terms of spend where Commercial / Recreational spend could consume many
millions of dollars and environmental could consume a few thousand or a few
10’s of thousands of dollars. This is not a preferable outcome for DOC.
• DOC has heard through the grape vine that there is another plan floating around
where commercial expansion is considered by removing the right breakwater
internal finger and increasing the commercial space to cover the entire area of
the right breakwater arm with reclamation. DOC is curious to know if
environmental future planning has been planned to same extent, and if not why
not? DOC considers environmental considerations equally important due to
mandated obligations.
• Is DOC going to be included as part of the cultural assessment as the ATM holds
national and international cultural significance.
• Is TDC’s roading assessment team going to evaluate the ATM site as part of the
traffic management solution as increased demand at that site will most likely
have an effect on the proposed commercial roading solution.
• Many infrastructure, services, traffic, and community issues could be solved
through involving the adjacent landowners within the TDC lead Tarakohe PGF
project.
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In summary, the indicative plan as it stands does not provide favourable outcomes to all DOC
topics. The plan does however provide potential increase Penguin opportunities, as well as
providing commercial and recreational port users good facilities better than the current situation.
Martin or Roy may want to contribute to this official DOC consultation feedback.
Please provide this information to TDC.
Kind regards,
Mat Nalder
National Uniform Project Coordinator
Takaka Office
Department of Conservation - Te Papa Atawhai
62 Commercial Street, Takaka, New Zealand / P0 Box 166, Takaka 7142, New Zealand
VPN 7666 / MOBILE +64 27 203 5282
www.doc.govt.nz

2nd correspondence to be recorded
Kia ora Stacey,
As a follow up to the TDC lead Port Tarakohe PGF project and the DOC consultation process. It is
understood that the initial stakeholder consultation process is drawing to an end, therefore DOC
would like to get feedback on the following questions.

1. Increase Of Environmental Considerations:
•

DOC would like to know if the TDC lead Port Tarakohe PGF project will consider
increased environmental considerations within the Port Tarakohe PGF business
case. Examples include:
o Example 1:
Solutions to mitigate potential penguin impacts
between Pohara Scenic Reserve and the Port Tarakohe entrance based
on an increase of night freight traffic and port support traffic
movements that will coincide with penguins crossing Abel Tasman
Drive.
o Example 2:
Solutions to mitigate potential penguin habitat impact
based on the expansion of industrial commercial activities within and
around Port Tarakohe that could be detrimental to the existing colony.
o Example 3:
Solutions to mitigate commercial and resilience wharf
wastewater / runoff that may impact marine life inside the Port
Tarakohe precinct and adjacent marine environments.
o Example 3:
Solutions to mitigate potential commercial impacts on
the Abel Tasman National Park gazetted land that the Abel Tasman
Memorial is positional on.
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2. Forecasting / Planning Future Expansion:
•

DOC would like to know if future environmental planning will be considered in
the TDC lead PGF business case to the same extent as the commercial forecast
expansion. Based on:
o DOC considers environmental aspects equally important to economic
and social aspects due to DOC’s mandated obligations and the
importance of equality between ‘economic / social / environmental’
components as to maintain true sustainability.
o That there is another Stantec produced Port Tarakohe development
plan circulating amongst MFA stakeholders where commercial
expansion is already considered and planned for.

3. Cultural Assessment
•

DOC would like to know if the TDC lead Port Tarakohe PGF project will consider
increasing the scope of cultural impact assessment beyond the Port Tarakohe
precinct. Based on:
o The Abel Tasman Memorial holds national and international cultural
significance across multiple cultural topics.

4. Future Traffic Management Assessment:
•

DOC would like to know if the TDC lead Port Tarakohe PGF project will consider
including the Abel Tasman Memorial as part of the traffic management plan.
Based on
o The Abel Tasman Memorial is about to undergo a major development
making it a nationally important tourism site which will result in
increased traffic, carparking requirements and pedestrian needs.
o Increase tourism traffic based on DOC’s Great Walk and Great Short
Walk products which are becoming increasing more popular.

5. Port Precinct Development Plan:
•

Can Coast & Catchment Ltd / TDC please provide the Version # / Date Stamp /
Author to the Port Precinct plan that was provided during the consultation
process. Based on:
o Ensuring DOC is reviewing the same port development plan as other
stakeholders.
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o

That DOC is able to understand the Port Tarakohe revisions process
when future port plans are provided to stakeholders as part of the
ongoing stakeholder engagement process.

To ensure full DOC transparency and accountability, please ensure that all information below is
formally logged and acknowledged within the Port Tarakohe PGF Project consultation register so
that DOC’s consultation, interests and concerns are fully recorded in the event of a Government
lead audit on the Port Tarakohe PGF project, or in the event of an Official Information Act (OIA)
request. The Port Tarakohe PGF project lead from TDC has been included within this email to
ensure an additional level of DOC transparency for this consultation process.
Please feel free to make comments. I look forward to your reply.
Kind regards,
Mat Nalder
National Uniform Project Coordinator
Takaka Office
Department of Conservation - Te Papa Atawhai
62 Commercial Street, Takaka, New Zealand / P0 Box 166, Takaka 7142, New Zealand
VPN 7666 / MOBILE +64 27 203 5282

www.doc.govt.nz
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D. Response from NZ Motor Home Association
Hi Stacey
Thanks again for your letter and discussion earlier this morning.
I understand the Tasman District Council is seeking feedback on potential design options for Port
Tarakohe, which will provide input into the business case for future decision-making. There are
currently no timeframes and nothing is set in stone, although the Council is keen to improve the
area, while addressing demand and capacity constraints.
The NZMCA is a not-for-profit club representing the interests of close to 90,000 individual New
Zealanders who share a passion for exploring our country, at leisure, in their purpose-built
motorhomes and caravans. Approximately 5,000 individual members reside in the
Nelson/Tasman Region. One of the many benefits of club membership is exclusive access to our
nationwide network of NZMCA Parks. We currently operate parks in Murchison, Motueka and
Port Tarakohe.
Our members, in particular those residing in the Tasman District, have a very special attachment
to Port Tarakohe. They have been camping at the Port for at least the past 15 years, including
more recently under a formal licence from Council. In February 2018, the Council granted the
NZMCA retrospective land-use resource consent (RM171383) and an exemption from the
Camping-grounds Regulations to continue to operate a members’ only motor caravan park on
site.
The park is very popular with our members, primarily due to its coastal location and outstanding
scenery. And much like the community, our members also enjoy the open space
environment. The park provides a source of revenue for the Council and it helps to minimise the
number of motorhomes freedom camping in the area. The NZMCA also has an effective and
mutually beneficial relationship with the Pohara Boat Club, whereby members have 24/7 access
to their ablution block and we contribute a percentage of our annual takings to help offset their
maintenance costs.
Our members appreciate the privilege to camp at the Port, and we acknowledge the area is an
important asset for the Council and community. We also understand there may be a future need
to utilise the space we currently occupy for another activity. Given the significance of the area to
our members, and the benefits the existing park provides the Council and local community, we
would welcome further dialogue with the Council on options that continue to provide our
members with a safe and convenient place to enjoy this special area.
Thanks again for allowing us this opportunity to provide feedback.
Ngā mihi | Kind regards
James Imlach
National Policy and Planning Manager
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New Zealand Motor Caravan Association Inc. (NZMCA)
P 09 298 5466 (ext. 705) M 027 298 5648 E james@nzmca.org.nz
4 Graham Road, Takanini, 2112 | PO Box 72147, Papakura 2244

www.nzmca.org.nz | www.mhftowns.com
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E. Critical Times for Little Blue Penguins and Trust correspondence

Mon 6/3/2019 11:54 AM
Hello Stacey
I want to update you on Tarakohe after my visit to Professor John Cockrem
(Penguin expert) at Massey University last Monday. I was expecting you to ring
me last week but I did not hear from you so hence this email.
The MGBBPT has been invited to join Professor Cockram's project He korora,
he tohu oranga. The little blue penguin is the sign of life. Port Tarakohe
meets the needs of this project for research because we already have korora
breeding there in nesting boxes. It will be one of four sites selected for study
around the coastline of New Zealand.
Dr. Cockrem is involved with korora at Ports of Napier where redevelopment
is taking place. He told us cooperation from Ports of Napier has exceeded his
expectations for resident birds "they have bent over backwards to support the
colony there". Professor Cockrem suggested we ask TDC's Project Manager to
use Fred Overmars M.App.Sci (Hons), MEIANZ, CEnvP. He is an Ecology
Specialist and conveniently located in Mapua. I would be pleased if you would
pass that on.
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I explained the problem we have with penguin road deaths between Pohara
and Tata Beach. The solution Professor Cockrem offered was fencing and the
construction of tunnels under the road.
I look forward to your confirmation that this information has been passed on
to TDC.

Thank you
Cynthia McConville
Mohua (Golden Bay) Blue Penguin Trust.
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F. Road Safety Feedback

Technical Note
Topic:

Hewlett-Packard Company

Prepared For: Coastal and Catchment Public Consultations Team
Version:

Draft 1, 19 May 2019

Author:

Christopher R. Bennett1

OVERVIEW
This technical note has been prepared in response to call for community feedback on the draft
design ideas for the Port Tarakohe upgrade. This upgrade will see a potential ten-fold increase in the
commercial activity at the port, as well as increased recreational use. The port improvements are an
excellent opportunity for Golden Bay and will yield major economic and social benefits. This note
addresses an important omission: the need to protect vulnerable road users (cyclists and pedestrians)
by creating a 1 km long shared use path from the end of the current shared path in Pohara to Port
Tarakohe. Failure to create such a shared use path will result in excessive road safety risks to
vulnerable users during construction and operation of the improved Port. Unless this provision is
made, the community should not support the Port improvement.
It is recommended that:
a)

We need to avoid repeating the mistake in the Pohara water connection project where
road safety was not considered from the onset, resulting in two major road safety
hazards being introduced to the corridor which will now require expensive retrofitting
try and correct.
b) Due to the very narrow 1 km route from Port Tarakohe to the existing Pohrara shared
path it is essential that any upgrade of Port Tarakohe protect vulnerable road users by
extending the shared path from Pohara to Port Tarakohe. The likely cost of such a path
would be on the order of 2% of the estimated port improvement costs.
c) The shared path should have a minimum nominal width of 2 m, with reductions as
necessary at several locations where it would not be viable to achieve that width.
d) The shared path should have an asphaltic concrete surface like at Pohara to ensure
that cyclists use it and not the road. It should also have barriers to prevent parking
on—for example by climbers.
e) There are several locations where the road itself will need strengthening and climate
proofing—particularly given the expected increase in truck traffic—and so the
provision of a shared path should be done in conjunction with a broader corridor
assessment.

CURRENT SITUATION
The existing Average Daily Traffic (ADT) on Abel Tasman Drive towards Port Tarakohe is estimated
(2017) at 632 veh/day, with 8% heavy traffic (http://mobileroad.org). The traffic in Golden Bay is
very seasonal—particularly on this section of road which connects with the Totaranui campground.
SH60 at Waitapu Bridge sees the peak flows over 100% higher than the ADT during summer periods.
It is likely that the design traffic flows for this section during the peak period are on the order of
1200-1500 veh/day.
1

B. Eng. (Civil), M. Eng. (Transportation), Ph.D. (Transportation). 92 Bay Visa Drive, RD1 Takaka,
chris@lpcb.org
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The route is frequently used by cyclists (year round). With the construction of the Pohara-Takaka
cycleway it can be anticipated that recreational users will increase in number over time—especially
if the ‘Heartland’ ride circuit eventuates which would see cyclists travelling Nelson-KaiteriteriTotoranui (boat)-Pohara-Takaka-Collingwood-Heaphy-Karamea-Old Ghost Road. There are also
pedestrians from Pohara campground (mainly summer) and climbers also climbers who park next to
the road.
The 1 km section from Pohara has no shoulders, and there are a number of constrictions as shown
in the photos below (taken 18/5/19 by the author). This puts the vulnerable users at high risk of a
traffic crash.

RECOMMENDATION
Any upgrade to Port Tarakohe will significantly increase the road safety risk for vulnerable users:
•
•

During construction there will be a major increase in construction traffic, particularly heavy
trucks;
After completion:
o There will be increased heavy truck traffic to and from the port;
o There will be increased recreational traffic—particularly during the summer
season;
o The port will serve as an increased ‘magnet’ for vulnerable users (especially from
Pohara) who may wish to use the facilities.
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The extension of the existing shared use path from Pohara can eliminate these risks by providing a
safe and effective separate facility for vulnerable users. To achieve this:
•
•

•

The path should be surfaced in asphaltic concrete (as is the existing shared path) so that it
is used by road cyclists who tend to avoid crushed gravel surfaces
There should be a physical barrier (such as an unmoutable kerb) between the path and the
road. This will not only further protect vulnerable users, but will also stop climbers and
others from parking on the shared path.
The path should have a nominal width of 2 m (2.5 m would be better, but much more
difficult to achieve) which will allow for bi-direction traffic. Where this is impracticable due
to major physical constraints, it can be reduced (see photos below). This approach would
allow the route to qualify as a NZ Cycle Trail (see below https://nzcycletrail.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/NZCT-Cycle-Trail-Design-Guide-v4-Feb-2015.pdf).

The potential cost of the shared path—including structures—should be less than $300,000 (about
2% of the total costs proposed for the port project). Given the risks of traffic fatalities and serious
injuries—and the social costs associated with these—this cost is justified given the nature of the
project.
Separately, the project should budget for the cost of improvements to the road as there is coastal
protection as well as pavement works that will be required.
The construction of a shared path to protect vulnerable users should be done prior to the major civil
works commencing at Port Tarakohe so that they are not endangered by the construction traffic.
Should there not be support for the shared path, the local community should not support the
proposed development as it will have too great a potential for the community suffering fatalities and
serious injuries from the truck traffic associated with the construction and enhanced port
operations.
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Photos

Examples of reducing the shared path width for obstacles.

Examples of road constriction where < 2.5 m likely required.
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Examples of areas where coastal protection will be required for the road. Shared path should be
integrated to any design
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Hi Stacey,
Nice to meet you and have the opportunity to discuss the potential use of the Provincial Growth
Fund to develop Port Tarakohe, primarily for the increase in marine farming in Golden Bay.
This email is being sent on behalf of the Golden Bay Cycle and Walkway Society Incorporated, a
well-supported community group which advocates for, and is actively building cycle and walking
facilities. We request please, that the Society is formally added to the list of stakeholders in
relation to the Tarakohe proposals, and as such is included in any further consultation and
discussion.
To summarise our conversation this morning:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Provision for active transport in Golden Bay in very limited, with narrow, dangerous, and
busy roads, particularly around the Port
The recently produced Golden Bay Cycle Strategy (attached) indicates the process and
priorities for the provision of active transport within and connecting outside of Golden
Bay.
The big picture is a cohesive active transport route from Totaranui (boat transport from
Kaiteriteri), to the Heaphy Track. With lateral routes, this would connect all major
communities and provide active transport opportunities for locals and tourists.
Connecting with Westland and Tasman regions is of high potential benefit as a regional
development strategy for tourism; as such provision for active transport in the Tarakohe
development aligns with the purpose of the PGF. The proximity of cycleways to
businesses has well documented financial benefit.
Abel Tasman Drive is a critical active transport route as it is the only road between the
northern access to the Abel Tasman National Park and the wider region. Around the
Port, it is currently used by cyclists, walkers, runners, rock climbers, beach users, fisher
people and more. These are all mixed with heavy local and tourist traffic (Totaranui
Camp Ground traffic included), dairy tankers, quarry trucks, MF heavy traffic, school
buses, agricultural traffic and more. The Abel Tasman Memorial overlooking the Port is a
National Monument which attracts vehicle, foot, and cycle traffic
the immanent tenfold expansion in marine farming will have a large impact on all road
users, especially pedestrians, cyclists, and others who are forced to use the vehicle
carriageway around the Port.
With the planned construction of a cycle/walkway from Takaka to Pohara this year, the
use of Abel Tasman Drive for active transport will increase activity around the Port, The
Port is already a destination for recreational use (waka club, boat club, fishing via boat
ramp and from the moles, camper-van parking, restaurant in boat club). The Port is
adjacent to the major and expanding population centers of Pohara, Ligar Bay, and Tata
Beach. There is a fifty section subdivision recently approved for Ligar Bay.
There are huge benefits for all road user's safety in providing for active transport at the
planning stages of the project. Roading authorities are slowly adopting the "Vision Zero"
approach to road safety; every new project is an opportunity to apply this, rather the old
paradigm of cost/benefit, which places the cost of improvements against the dollar
value of fatalities and injury. Google Vision Zero and NZTA. TDC need to pushed in this
direction also.
Any project utilising public funds e.g. the PGF, should have a broad view of public
benefits, not simply industrial/business benefits. We cannot rely on the "trickle down"
concept to fund social and environmental improvements while the benefits flow to a
limited number of private external parties.
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•

•

Industrial development such as marine farming will impact the social and environmental
capital in Golden Bay, and both need direct investment from the proposed development
to mitigate impacts. The Port has a large potential for improved social and amenity
values in addition to purely industrial investment. These values need to be identified
and allowed for
Measures in the wider PFG Port Tarakohe development plan may include:
-

Vision Zero Roading improvements from Pohara to Ligar Bay
Provision of an active transport corridor from Pohara to Ligar Bay. This could be
a path beside the road and passing through the Port amenity zone
Priority being given to amenity qualities and use of the Port, including public
access, public space for activities such as next to boat club, open space.
Priority being given to environmental enhancement, including re-vegetation,
marine species protection and fostering, especially penguin, funding for weed
control in the limestone zone.

Stacey, I hope this is useful to you as a community group perspective; please feel free to come
back to me to discuss. I have cc'd our committee members into this email. The Society is also
working with NZTA on the wider issues to be addressed for active transport within Golden Bay.
nga mihi
Richard Struthers
Secretary/Treasurer
Golden Bay Cycle and Walkway Society Incorporated
027 4332698

G. Spreadsheet of stakeholder feedback
This is a shared document sent to TDC with summary points. It is available on request.
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